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Abstract. It is confirmed through information users’ daily activities that they 
apply many shortcuts, ignore some information and use heuristics – particularly 
in electronic social networking environments. The critical analysis of the 
literature and research findings are used as a base to identify and create a short 
(preliminary) inventory of information heuristics that people use at various 
stages of seeking and conducting source evaluation (credibility assessment) to 
solve their everyday information problems. The use of heuristics (understood as 
sense-making activities that help information users to make a satisfying choice 
of the sources and distinguish the content of various quality and sufficiency) is 
discussed in the context of information literacy (IL) concept. The analysis of 
heuristics offers some additional explanation of online information behavior and 
personal information management strategies. The result of the research is a 
proposal to treat heuristics as intuitive but not accidental search tactics based on 
experience that should be included in IL training. 
Keywords: Cognitive heuristics, information literacy, digital literacy, 
information credibility, information evaluation, bandwagon effect, information 
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1    Introduction  
While turning towards the electronic environment, people increasingly face a 
multitude and variety of information and sources to be found, evaluated, extracted, 
synthesized, interpreted, approved and used. Time deficit and insufficient skills make 
information users apply many shortcuts, ignore some information and use heuristics. 
The use of heuristics - understood as sense-making activities that help information 
users to make a satisfying choice of the sources and distinguish the content of various 
quality and sufficiency to reach appropriate decisions - seems to be very sensible in 
complicated information environments. It can be deliberate or intuitive at many stages 
of people’s information activities - when they seek something on the Internet, use 
search engines, conduct source evaluation (credibility assessment) and critical 
reading. 
What does it mean to be information literate in the contemporary world? Finding 
an answer to this question may be as difficult as defining the concept of IL. There are 
diverse scholarly traditions and approaches to the components of information (and, in 
a broader sense, multimedia) literacy. In her understanding of IL area the author is far  
- similarly to some other researchers [1-2] – from treating IL in terms of formal 
educational contexts of instruction, specialized institutions (libraries) and traditional 
roles often based on bibliographic information systems. The practice and experience 
of Internet users places IL within digital and networked daily activities (the 
workplace, too), often emphasizing social cooperation and context as IL tools.  
In the author's opinion, the process of becoming information literate requires  
understanding numerous possible ways of interacting with information and new 
media and the awareness of the implications of such behavior. Thus, in this context, 
the knowledge of heuristics one (can) use(s) (deliberately or intuitively) is a 
component of an information literate individual in an information-intensive world. 
2    Objectives and Methodology 
As the topic of cognitive heuristics is nearly absent in the literature of library and 
information science [3], this paper begins with an attempt to identify and explain 
heuristics that people use at different stages of locating “the best” (i.e. good enough) 
online sources for solving their information problems and taking decisions. Critical 
analysis of the literature and research findings from several different areas (e.g.  
psychology, cognitive science, theories from information processing, credibility 
studies, human-computer interactions) are used as a basis to discover the most 
prominent heuristics and create a short (preliminary) inventory of information 
heuristics – in particular turning to credibility assessment. The size limitations of this 
paper do not allow the author to elaborate on the topic. 
The important objective of this paper is to direct the attention of IL researchers 
and practitioners towards the problem of cognitive heuristics and encourage 
researchers to incorporate cognitive heuristics practice into the IL area. Heuristics 
provide a significant explanation of information users’ behavior in online social 
networking information landscapes and create, in the context of information literacy 
(IL), new challenges to information literacy educators. 
3    Digital Information End User - Satisficer 
Each day people deal with a variety of sources to be found, read, evaluated, 
synthesized, interpreted, transferred and communicated to others.  Consciously or not, 
they make decisions - what to find, when and how to do it, what sources and tools 
should be used, when to finish the search stage, what and when decides that 
something is recognized to be credible. People increasingly turn to online sources for 
information to guide their decisions. The media world of modern youth is almost 
completely digital. With the arrival of personal broadcasting technologies many 
youngsters experience the world through their own self-expression and the 
expressions of their peers. Customization in the digital age enables users to serve not 
merely as consumers of information but also as gatekeepers of content and the sources 
of communication via digital media such as blogs, social networking websites, music 
playlists, e-commerce websites. At the same time, they are forced to evaluate the vast 
amount of online information on their own and individually find information they can 
trust. 
The unprecedented amount of information available for public consumption  
makes the origin of information, its quality, and veracity less clear and digital 
information more prone to be out-of-date, incomplete or inaccurate than before [4]. 
Each new technology extends and deepens information offered to end users, thereby 
complicating the process of information seeking and knowledge discovery, 
particularly on the Web. In the environment of information scarcity, traditional 
methods reduced the uncertainty about the credibility on the basis of personal 
knowledge or reliance on information intermediaries such as experts, professors, 
opinion leaders, reviewers, librarians and other information arbiters. Not so long ago 
the recommended approaches to online information evaluation typically included five 
criteria that users should employ: checking the accuracy, authority, objectivity, 
currency, and coverage/scope of the information and/or its source [5]. The 
contemporary media landscape looks quite different now than it did even just a short 
time ago. Internet users rarely engage in effortful information evaluation tasks, basing 
their decisions on the visual design elements of websites and their navigability, 
preferring peripheral cues to any content or source information. They do not spend 
much time at any given site so they develop quick strategies for assessing credibility 
(as one of the criteria for relevance judgment). Findings from credibility studies [6] 
and theories in information processing and cognitive science [7] share the notion that 
people do not always invest their full mental capacities in information evaluation 
tasks. According to the idea of bounded rationality [8], individuals’ behavior is 
adaptive, which means that people seek an optimal balance between cognitive effort 
and desired outcomes. One form of bounded rationality is satisficing, when people do 
not use all their cognitive resources to obtain optimal outcomes, but instead use just 
enough (good enough) resources to provide a sufficiently optimal outcome for the 
given context. Satisficing may thus be a common strategy used by Internet 
information seekers. It is worth noting that the success of a search is not the same as 
the authority of its results [9]. 
4  Homo Heuristicus 
Judgment under uncertainty leads to the use of simplifying  heuristics. People use 
simple rules available in their judgmental contexts to assess the validity and quality of 
a message without fully absorbing its semantic content. According to Gigerenzer and 
Todd, heuristics “employ a minimum of time, knowledge, and computation to make 
adaptive choices” [10, p. 14]. 
Cognitive heuristics (mental shortcuts) are information processing strategies that 
enable users to ignore part of the information to make decisions more quickly, 
frugally, accurately and with less effort than with more complex methods, and thus 
they reduce the cognitive load during information processing [11]. Making judgments 
more accurately by ignoring information is a new concept. The discovery of the “less-
is-more effect” contradicts the most popular model of human cognition in terms of 
accuracy-effort trade-offs. “Less-is-more” does not mean that the less information one 
uses, the better the performance is. Rather, it refers to the point at which more 
information or computation becomes detrimental, irrespectively of the costs. 
Referring to less information Gigerenzer and Brighton [12] refer to ignoring cues, 
weights, and dependencies among cues.   
The fact that simple heuristics can be more accurate than complex procedures is 
one of the major discoveries of the last decades [13]. While in some approaches 
heuristics were thought to lead to biased or faulty information processing [14], 
modern research shows heuristics can serve an important function in helping people 
to cope effectively with the vast quantities of information they encounter every day, 
and frequently they result in accurate decisions [10]. 
The use of heuristics supports people's objective of finding information quickly 
and conveniently, without any substantial engagement with the information or source 
itself. Hilligoss and Rieh [6] revealed in their research four categories of heuristics: 
media- related (when people may perceive certain media or specific media formats to 
be more or less credible), source-related (well-known sources are more credible than 
the unfamiliar ones, primary sources are more credible than the secondary ones), 
endorsement-based (information sources and objects widely used are more likely to 
be credible), and aesthetics-based (if people invest a significant amount of time in the 
careful design of a website, they spend more time on what they want to say).  
Heuristics achieve accuracy by means of a successful exploitation of evolved mental 
abilities and environmental structures. The classical critique of the models ”more 
information is always better” assumes that, as in the real world the search for 
information costs time or money, there is a point at which the costs of further search 
become no longer justified. This has led to optimization-under-constraints theories in 
which the search in the world is terminated when the expected costs exceed the 
benefits [12, p. 110].  Gigerenzer and Brighton [12] in their concept of “homo 
heuristicus” suggested the human mind resembles an adaptive toolbox with various 
heuristics tailored for specific classes of problems. They presented ten well-studied 
heuristics for which there was evidence that they were included in the adaptive 
toolbox of humans. 
In 2011 Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier [11] reviewed studies on decision making 
done by individuals and institutions, including business, medical (health care), and 
legal decision making, that show heuristics often to be more accurate than complex 
“rational” strategies. Their research indicates that (a) individuals and organizations 
tend to rely on simple heuristics in an adaptive way, and (b) ignoring part of the 
information may result in more accurate judgments than weighting and adding all 
information in some situations. This puts heuristics on a par with statistical methods 
and emphasizes a new ecological question: in what environment does a given strategy 
(heuristic or otherwise) succeed?  
Although the study of heuristics has been typically considered as purely 
descriptive, less-is-more effects introduce a prescriptive role for heuristics, resulting 
in two research questions:   
 
1. Description: which heuristics do people use in which situations?  
2. Prescription: when should people rely on a given heuristic rather than a complex 
strategy to make more accurate judgments? [11, p. 453]. 
 
Sundar [4] was perhaps the first researcher who claimed that credibility 
evaluations performed online were guided by heuristic processes. He proposed the 
MAIN model to guide the examination of the credibility heuristics that stem from four 
technological features or ‘‘affordances’’ inherent to the Internet, including modality 
(i.e. whether information is presented as text, audio, or video), agency (i.e. users’ 
perceived source of the information), interactivity (i.e. whether one can serve both as 
a source and a receiver of information), and navigability (i.e. the ease of locating 
relevant information). The MAIN model suggests several heuristics tied to each 
affordance that are likely to play some role in the credibility determination. 
Responding to Sundar’s call for investigation of the heuristic processes of credibility 
evaluation, the researchers have begun to seek empirical evidence for heuristics used 
in credibility evaluation (e.g., [6], [15-16]). 
5   Digital Information User - Animal Sociale 
Blogs, wikis, social bookmarking, social networking sites, ratings, recommendations 
and other tools confirm the image of Internet use and users as a vigorously social one. 
Individuals do not make credibility judgments in isolation from one another, thereby 
ignoring social tools for credibility evaluation. On the contrary, they adopt new 
possibilities  and realities of the Web environment, which offers new means for 
social- and group-based information evaluation and credibility assessment. In 
cyberspace the traditional notions of credibility as originating from a central authority 
(a teacher, expert, doctor or organization) are problematic now, and even outdated. In 
the Internet environment people must defer to the external sources of knowledge; they 
harness collective intelligence. “The result may be a shift from a model of single 
authority based on scarcity and hierarchy to a model of multiple distributed 
authorities based on information abundance and networks of peers” [15, p. 415]. 
Internet users genuinely care about the opinions of millions of other anonymous 
users. “If everyone agrees, then the message is probably true” says a bandwagon 
heuristic. The term “bandwagon” can be traced back to earlier studies on persuasion 
and propaganda, meaning to join the winning side or get associated with what is likely 
to be successful. The bandwagon effect therefore describes how the prevailing view 
of the community affects one’s attitude and decisions motivated by the need for 
conformity. There is plenty of evidence in the literature to confirm that online users 
are driven by these cues. [16, p.2]. The bandwagon heuristic is of particular relevance 
today as it reveals the user-driven nature of the Internet. 
In their study, Sundar et al. [17] explain the bandwagon heuristic using the 
example of Google News that automated the process of news selection. In order to 
help users cope with the resulting overload of information, news leads are typically 
accompanied by three cues: (1) the name of the primary source from which the 
headline and lead were borrowed, (2) the validity of posted stories  - the time elapsed 
since the story broke, and (3) the number of related articles (NRA) written about this 
story by other news organizations tracked by the newsbot. The information scent 
transmitted by the NRA cue may trigger the bandwagon heuristic (“if so many news 
organizations think this is news, then it must be news”). 
Sundar et al. [17] have identified a variety of heuristics associated with interface 
cues in online persuasive communication that may contribute to attitude 
formation/change and purchase decisions. When facing large amount of information 
(especially in the e-commerce - in the context of online shopping), individuals may 
choose to reduce the cost of searching by relying on the interface cues and applying 
cognitive heuristics [15]. 
6    Heuristics in the Evaluation of Credibility 
Networked digital media pose new challenges to people as regards locating 
information the latter can trust. The results of the Metzger, Flanagin and Medders’ 
research clearly show that “a common strategy employed by Internet information 
seekers is to minimize cognitive effort and mitigate time pressures through the use of 
heuristics” [15, p. 434]. In their study of credibility assessment they reveal several 
cognitive heuristics employed by the participants in their research: reputation, 
endorsement, consistency, self confirmation, expectancy violation and persuasive 
intent. They illustrate the types of cognitive heuristics that information consumers 
employ when determining what sources and information to trust online. 
The reputation heuristic signals a reliance on the reputation or name recognition 
of the websites or sources of web-based information as a credibility cue, rather than 
close inspection of site content or source credentials. Many people trust, for instance, 
big companies, such as Amazon.com, CNN, as they are familiar to everyone. 
Information users often base their credibility assessment of such an organization's 
website content on the company brand name or reputation. “The reputation heuristic 
is likely psychologically rooted in part on a simpler heuristic principle of favoring 
recognized alternatives over less familiar options as a strategy for making judgments 
with minimal cognitive effort” [15, p. 426]. Applying this principle to the context of 
online credibility judgments, when choosing between sources, people are likely to 
believe that the source, the name of which they recognize, is more credible compared 
to unfamiliar sources. The reputation heuristic may also be a subset of the 
‘‘authority’’ heuristic in the credibility assessment. The website or the reputation of 
the source serves as a heuristic credibility cue allowing users to avoid more effortful 
and systematic processing of the content as they evaluate online information. 
 “The endorsement heuristic suggests that people are inclined to perceive 
information and sources as credible if others do so also, without much scrutiny of the 
site content or source itself” [15, p. 427). People automatically tend to trust sites and 
sources that were either recommended by their acquaintances or come from 
aggregated testimonials, reviews, or ratings. Trust derived from acquaintances is an 
endorsement heuristic that is perhaps underpinned by a common form of heuristic 
reasoning known as the ‘‘liking/agreement heuristic’’ Trust derived from aggregated 
information sources stems from the presumption that the website is credible if the site 
or its source receives a lot of positive feedback (for example ‘‘star ratings’’). 
The consistency heuristic - One of the common strategies for validating 
information is checking different websites to make sure that the information is 
consistent. This consistency heuristic can be accomplished by cross-validation – as a 
strategy for information evaluation. In most information-seeking situations, although 
requiring more cognitive effort than other heuristic strategies, the consistency 
heuristics function as a relatively quick means of arriving at a credibility judgment in 
comparison to more laborious methods of determining each source's identity and 
credentials, considering issues of the source potential bias or agenda, and searching 
when the information was last updated. Information found online can be validated 
with additional online and offline sources. In the situations where information is 
highly consequential (e.g., a large financial transaction or health situation), 
individuals state they cross-validate for consistency offline to a greater extent. The 
sources of those offline verifications are typically reported as being trusted 
acquaintances such as family and friends. 
The self-confirmation heuristic - People tend to view information as credible if it 
confirms their preexisting beliefs and not credible if it negates their existing beliefs, 
regardless of how well-argued, duly researched, appropriately sourced, and so on, it 
is. With regard to processing online information (where lack of time and motivation 
often restrict users’ ability to evaluate all information retrieved in a typical search) 
one can find confirmation that people tend to evaluate attitudinally-consistent 
information more favorably than inconsistent information [18]. In line with this 
principle, there is evidence that people tend to avoid information contradicting their 
existing beliefs, or, in other words, they employ selective filters to assist them in 
determining the credibility of information they find online - for example, by 
terminating searches when they find information that confirms their beliefs [15]. The 
self-confirming heuristic most probably stems from the false consensus effect -  
researchers in cognitive psychology find that people tend not only to believe their 
own opinions to be right but also to be widely shared by others [19]. Such cognitive 
biases serve as ego defense mechanisms, resulting in a tendency for people to 
evaluate ambiguous information in a way that is beneficial to their own needs or 
interests. 
The expectancy violation heuristic - Several types of expectancy violations that 
have implications for credibility were observed in the research of Metzger, Flanagin 
and Medders [15]. People often rely on the surface characteristics of websites and 
sources when evaluating their credibility. Site presentation features, website 
appearance, layout, and functionality are most the prevalent forms of expectancy 
violation. If a website fails to meet users’ expectations in some way, they will 
immediately judge it as not credible. Bad grammar and typographical errors  
(“amateurish” sites) are a quick and easy way to determine the site credibility without 
a great deal of cognitive effort and scrutiny of message arguments, source 
qualifications and other more involved methods of information evaluation. 
Information users very often do not like websites asking for more information than 
necessary or providing more information than requested. They do not trust sites that 
give them something they did not ask for or expect to receive, for instance, being 
redirected to another site. Many participants of Metzger, Flanagin and Medders’ [15] 
research expressed a tendency to view information as credible if it confirmed their 
pre-existing beliefs and not credible if it did not. The extent to which people feel that 
information confirms their own opinions or biases determines their perceived 
credibility of that information. The overarching logic is that people expect credible 
sources to present information in a clear and professional manner as a reflection of 
their expertise and attention to detail.  
The expectancy-violation heuristic is likely underpinned in part by the ‘‘effort 
heuristic’’ [20], which is the human tendency to value objects based on how much 
effort was spent on their production.  
Persuasive intent heuristic -  The persuasive intent heuristic is a tendency to feel 
that information that may be biased is not credible. Internet users generally feel 
negative about the credibility of websites that present  unexpected commercial 
content, intrusive advertising such as pop-ups or page-redirects. Many of them 
recognize it as a kind of red flag, perceiving it as some sort of manipulation, which 
elicits an immediate defense mechanism that leads people to mistrust information 
without further scrutiny. This phenomenon is discussed in terms of an intrusiveness 
heuristic, whereby unsolicited and unwelcome information negatively affects users’ 
perception of website content because the annoyance generated by the information is 
projected on the site or source in question. In extreme situations, the suspicion of 
commercial intent led some users to stop using the entire top-level domain of .com 
websites as a source of credible information. 
The list of the heuristics presented above is by no means exhaustive. Indeed, 
Sundar’s MAIN model [7] suggests several other heuristics that may have an impact 
on credibility judgments, for example, ‘‘coolness’’ or ‘‘novelty’’ heuristics that could 
produce quick favorable credibility impressions of new websites or content, or the 
‘‘prominence’’ heuristic that may lead to higher attribution of credibility to the 
sources that appear higher in search engine result pages prior to the inspection of the 
source or its content. All of this suggests that more research is needed to understand 
how people employ heuristics as they make judgments about credibility. 
Many research results show that a common strategy employed by Internet 
information seekers is to minimize the cognitive effort and mitigate time pressures 
through the use of heuristics. It is possible to categorize the heuristics discussed into 
two general classes of credibility heuristics: one based on social confirmation, and the 
other one rooted in expectancies within the context. The idea of social confirmation 
seems to underpin the reputation, endorsement and consistency heuristics, all of them 
premised on the notion that credibility can be established from others’ actions and 
beliefs. If a number of people use some websites or information, recommend it and 
agree with it, then information users assume it is credible. Although this heuristic 
works best in helping users find valid information, it is not perfect because it is 
subject to crowd behavior and may erroneously equate credibility with popularity [15, 
p. 435].  
7  Heuristics in the Context of Information Literacy 
Considering the concept of information literacy one should refer at least to three 
current discourses: “1) information literacy as the acquisition of “information age” 
skills, 2) information literacy as the cultivation of habits of mind, and 3) information 
literacy as engagement in information-rich social practices” [21]. 
The first definition of IL - very popular in library and information science – as a 
predefined set of information skills that should be achieved (still partly valuable to the 
educational and university context), does not befit the outside world, everyday 
information seeking, e-commerce and workplace practices. Pressed by lack of time 
and a growing number of information, media and sources, “ordinary” people use 
many mental shortcuts. From the point of view of the information professionals who 
emphasize the importance of organized processes of searching and evaluating 
information sources, heuristics can be perceived as unreliable tools leading to 
mistakes and errors.  
 Another interesting perspective is to consider heuristics in the light of habits of 
mind that facilitate information work, taking into account learning contexts, models of 
problem solving and cognitive approaches to the challenges of digital media. This 
perspective brings information literacy and information behavior in close alignment. 
 “IL as a social practice” is based on what works better rather than on what expert 
behavior or prescriptive models might show. “Rather than a list of discrete skills, 
information literacy is expressed in terms of general capabilities individuals have for 
living, learning, and working in an information-rich society” [21]. That means that IL 
is an evolving construct that encompasses the constantly changing nature of 
technology and the evolving expectations of people in their information and media 
environments. “This perspective sees participation as the key to developing 
information literacy” [21]. Research analysis of IL practice in digital environments, 
using social networking tools, confirms the high effectiveness of cognitive heuristics.  
The bandwagon heuristic rooted in social confirmation is one of the basic 
achievements in networked societies. 
To sum up, the analysis of cognitive heuristics use by online information users 
offers some additional explanation of online information behavior and personal 
information management strategies – issues that are inextricably linked to information 
literacy. A literate person is not an isolated person, who individually acquires and 
uses his/her information (media) skills. Understanding the heuristic processes used in 
information seeking and evaluation (e.g. increasing individuals' reliance on more 
social means of online information processing and evaluation) should enable literacy 
educators and others to design better IL suggestions to increase the Internet users’ 
information literacy and help them to assess the tangled Web while avoiding 
deception, manipulation, misinformation, information stress, unnecessary effort and 
waste of time. The result of the research is a proposal to treat heuristics as intuitive 
but not entirely accidental search tactics based on experience that should be included 
in the debate on information literacy. 
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